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T

hey’re creating dedicated spaces for video
conferencing, !nding room for multiple home
of!ces, or carving out areas where kids can
take virtual classes. With so many people now working
and studying from home, the Covid-19 pandemic has
rede!ned what they want from
their residences — right down
“WE’RE SEEING
to a shift away from openA LOT OF LIGHT
concept !oor plans, and a
SWITCHES
return to walls and the privacy
they bring along with them.
AND OTHER
But the foundation of it all,
THINGS CAN
from those “Zoom rooms” to
BE OPERATED
improvised home schoolhouses,
is something you’ll never see
THROUGH YOUR
addressed on home renovation
PHONE, OR BY
programs — a reliable home
internet network, which over
VOICE COMMAND.
the course of the pandemic is
THE SMART
the top technological asset that
PANELS WE’RE
audio-video companies have
been called upon to upgrade.
INSTALLING FOR
“The network is de!nitely
LOW-VOLTAGE
No. 1,” said Robby Arnold,
who oversees residential sales
TYPE STUFF
for Next Gen Automated.
HAVE GOTTEN A
“Mostly our requests are
LITTLE FANCIER.”
people just wanting a stronger
wireless network, and some of
Wade Green
the home of!ces to be hardBuilder, Saltwater Homes
wired, just to make sure that
they’re able to be up and running and not have any
complications so people can continue to work from
home.”
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During the pandemic, the home has become
a sanctuary for many people, and they’re
asking more and more of what it’s capable of
technologically. Growing in popularity are window
shades that rise and fall automatically depending
on the position of the sun, wireless sound systems
that !ll the house with music, and lighting control
— which can include bathroom lights coming on
!rst thing in the morning at 25 percent brightness,
so you’re not blinded as you start your day.
But it’s the network that makes all that smart
home technology run. Arnold said Next Gen uses
commercial grade equipment to ensure families
have the coverage to run all the devices they’re
using for work, school and recreation.
“You’re only really as good as the signal coming
into the side of your house as far as the speed,”
Arnold added. “But you want that wireless
coverage, for kids running all over the house with
their tablets and Chromebooks for homeschooling,
and for adults so they can sit out on the back
porch with their laptop, or do a Zoom meeting. It
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just
makes
it easier for
them to work
and do school from
home.”
Some clients even go oldschool, and ask for a wired-in
internet connection to power desktop
computers or other devices which they
use to conduct video teleconferences for
work. “They want to ensure they don’t have any
complications with buffering,” Arnold said. “Those
take a lot of bandwidth. And if you start pulling that off
of your wireless, it starts really eating off the wireless
bandwidth for the rest of the people in the house who are
their using tablets and cell phones.”
Other technological advances can have work functions,
too — such as shades that lower at the touch of a button,
to reduce glare when conducting a video conference. And
people spending more time in their homes has fostered
greater interest in true “smart home” technology, in which
people can program anything from lights, shades, alarm
systems and more to operate automatically at certain
times or day or night.
“True automation to me is that at sunrise, your alarm
system would disarm, maybe a particular lock in the
house unlocks, and your lighting control ramps up to a
certain light level potentially giving you a pathway to the
bathroom and the kitchen,” said Ian Williams, president
of Aspire Audio Video Solutions. The opposite can occur
at a set time in the evening: doors lock, lights turn off, the
alarm system arms, even the garage door closes if it’s been
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left
open
— all
automatically,
or at the press of
a button on a bedside
device.
Smart features were already
gaining in popularity, said Wade
Green of builder Saltwater Homes, and
the pandemic has accelerated that trend.
“We’re seeing a lot of light switches and other
things can be operated through your phone, or by
voice command. The smart panels we’re installing for
low-voltage type stuff have gotten a little fancier,” he said.
And with all those devices needing power, built-in
USB outlets have become a necessity. “You’re seeing
people wanting multiple USB outlets, whether that’s on

a countertop, on a kitchen island or inside drawers,” Green
added. “They’ve gotten really popular in bathroom drawers.”
More people working and studying from home has even
changed what people want out of the design of their homes
— for instance, formal dining rooms have suddenly become
expendable, Green said, as more people seek space for home
of!ces. The pandemic has opened many peoples’ eyes to what
true smart homes are capable of, and what full-house internet
coverage looks like. Even after things get back to normal,
those trends aren’t likely to end.
“I think it has brought a lot of awareness in terms of the
importance of the network,” Williams said. “I think knowing
and understanding that a reliable network is crucial is
extremely important. And I think moving forward, no matter
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